Imaging the lymphatic system
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In the last decade fascinating advanced techniques in lymphatic imaging, new magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) agents created by the development of nano-technologies, as well as gene reported technologies have been developed providing us with new tools to interrogate the function of the lymphatic system. For someone like me, who was born locating and cannulating lymphatic capillaries stained with patent blue in the foot of patients, the novelty in lymphatic diagnostics seems unbelievable. Doppler ultrasound for artery and veins permits blood flow imaging depending upon scattering of flowing erythrocytes, while the acellular lymph escapes clinical interrogation using ultrasound. So different imaging strategies have been developed in the challenging field of the lymphatic system.

Indirect MR lymphangiography can be performed by injection of gadolinium-based contrast dye into the dermal and subcutaneous spaces. For instance indirect MR lymphangiography in the upper and lower extremities of lymphedema patients has excellent resolution and more detailed lymphatic routes visualization as compared to routine lymphoscintigraphy.1-4 Moreover, the recent introduction of 3D isotropic fat-suppressed T1-weighted FSE (VISTA [ volumetric isotropic turbo spin-echo acquisition]; Philips Medical Systems) maybe determined a paradigm shift with change of the current gold standard for imaging lymphedema.5-6 (Figure 1). Fat suppression also permits to overcome the low quality imaging related to the non-homogenous tissue density of the co-existing chronic fibrosedema, or with indurative lipodermatosclerosis when phlebo-lymphedema occurs (Figure 1).

We know that the current gold standard, lymphoscintigraphy, provides routinely information to assess the lymphatic function and anatomy in humans, although with low spatial and temporal resolution respect to the above described innovative MR techniques. Lymphoscintigraphy involves the intradermal administration of radio colloid. Imaging is obtained after hours by the means of the gamma camera. This technique permits to assess the lymphatic function by measuring the time from the injection in distant digits and the appearance of the radionuclide tracer in the major lymph nodes, such as inguinal or iliac.7-9

Fluorescence micro-lymphangiography (FML) is a fluorescence technique widely used in animal models of disease, but with scarce usage in humans. Owing to the limited penetration depth of light at visible wavelengths and tissue scattering, only the initial capillaries within the first 100 to 150 microns of tissue depth can be visualized in humans.10 The rapid development and the rapid acquisition of clinical information with the new techniques above described rapidly will change our clinical assessment of lymphedema and related disorders. However, the discrepancy between the advancement of costs and technologies in diagnostics rages against the empiricism of treatment still based on the principles of compression therapy.

To improve the use of fluorescence techniques in the human being, NIR fluorescence (NIRF) has been developed. The latter creates the lymphatic imaging, also termed ICG lymphography, through an emerging non-microscopic imaging technology that collects tissue-scattered light to assess conducting and collecting lymphatic vessels at greater penetration depths, but with lower resolution than the initial lymphatic imaged with FML.11 In clinical practice could be useful to assess subclinical lymphedema before chronic worsening.

Unlike other lymphatic imaging approaches, NIRF lymphatic images can be collected rapidly with millisecond acquisitions,12 allowing for the non-invasive interrogation of function and the quantitative assessment of the lymph-pump frequency and apparent velocity in the collecting and conducting the lymph.

The rapid development and the rapid acquisition of clinical information with the new techniques above described rapidly will change our clinical assessment of lymphedema and related disorders. However, the discrepancy between the advancement of costs and technologies in diagnostics rages against the empiricism of treatment still based on the principles of compression therapy.
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Figure 1. A) Indirect magnetic resonance (MR) lymphangiography in a normal case, with the lymphatic routes of the medial aspect of the lower extremity depicted by the white arrows. B) Indirect MR lymphangiography in a primary lymphedema case with aplasia of lymphatic collectors of the lower limb. The white arrow depicts the ecstasies of the lymphatic capillary of the foot. C) Indirect MR lymphangiography with 3D isotropic fat-suppressed T1-weighted FSE (VISTA [ volumetric isotropic turbo spin-echo acquisition]; Philips Medical Systems) maybe determined a paradigm shift with change of the current gold standard for imaging lymphedema.5-6